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Henry III Long Cross Pennies -  Class 2bi- The Coinage of the Lincoln Mint 

Ian M Heavisides & Rob Page 

 

Abstract 
There were three provincial mints that issued pennies of Class 2bi; Lincoln, Northampton and Winchester.  
It appears that the class was short-lived, and that the issue of dies was limited.  We have taken each mint in 
turn and examined the dies known to exist, identifying these along with the corresponding reverse dies 
used with them. 

There appear to be four obverse dies of Lincoln for Class 2bi and two further dies that are contemporary 
forgeries. Included here are copious illustrations and some suggested means of die identification in order to 
avoid any confusion caused by wear and in some cases re-cutting.  

Introduction 
This study of the dies of Lincoln is intended as a starting point for others who may yet discover dies not 
covered here.  We have, however, initiated a form of description which should make it possible to be 
certain whether any coin is from the same set of dies as those described or not. 

We would be delighted to hear from anyone who can share pictures or scans of any coins of 2bi whether 
already covered here or not.  If you have any images to share then please contact us via email at 
ianheavisides@btinternet.com 

Essential Information: 
The following information is repeated at the start of each of three articles on the mints of Lincoln, 
Northampton and Winchester so that each article can be read in isolation. 

Most of the descriptions which follow are straight forward and obvious but one form may need clarification 
for those not familiar with the system and that is the “Ring Count”.   The concept of counting pellets for die 
comparison was first introduced in an October 2020 blog article1. 

Because the die sinkers were extremely good at copying existing dies onto new blank dies, in certain cases 
only minute differences make identification possible.  One of the ways is by counting the pellets on the 
inner ring very accurately.  

There are several counts available on the obverse;  

1. Counting all the pellets, starting on the right just below the crown band and ending on the left 
where they cease below the crown band (This applies to all coins up to the end of Class 3; for later 
classes the count ends at the left neckline). 

2. Counting the pellets up to the point of the letter V of hENRICVS. 
3. Counting the pellets up to the point of the tail of the letters R.  There are three counts in the case 

of Class 2. Rpos1 is the count up to the first letter R in hENRICVS.  Rpos2 is the count up to the letter R 
in REX and Rpos3 is the count up to the letter R in TERCI. 

4. Counting to each neckline. 

 
Obverse Counts 

The R,N and V counts on the obverse use a partial pellet system where the tail doesn’t point directly at the 
next whole pellet. The first illustration below, fig. 1, shows V count where the V is pointing at the centre of 

 
1 “Identifying Die Duplicates” – Ian Heavisides, BNS Research Blog, Oct 30th, 2020. (Link) 

https://britnumsoc.blog/2020/10/30/identifying-die-duplicates-ian-heavisides/
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the pellet being counted. Typically, this might be the 13th pellet, hence we have count = 13 on fig 1 and 
13.25 (just past the central point of pellet 13) on fig 2.  Halfway between 13 and 14 would be written 13.5 
(Not illustrated).   

   
Fig. 1 Fig. 2                                                   Fig. 3 
                                                  
The final illustration, fig. 3, has a “V” nearly at the next pellet but not dead centre to pellet 14 and would be 
written 13.75. The small neckline that can be seen in fig. 1 would be Npos1 = 13.75 and that in fig. 2 as Npos1 = 
14.25 (just past the centre of the 14th pellet). 
 
Reverse Counts 

Whereas the obverse counts provide the position of letters against pellets, the reverse counts are 
concerned with the number of pellets in each quadrant which requires that attention is drawn to even 
quite small or fractional pellets which need to be counted in. 

To make this system accurate whilst avoiding over complexity, where a reverse pellet count is given, small 
or part pellets are described as .5, indicating that they are approximately the size of a half pellet or even 
less.  Dies wear and pellet sizes can fluctuate from coin to coin so the use of the decimal point is only a 
rough guide.   

Below are some examples of what is meant by the counts used in this paper. 

The first count, fig.4, would be written .5 +7 (Total = 8 pellets including the first tiny pellet) and the second, 
fig.5,  would be written as 7.5 (8 pellets including the last partial pellet, since the small pellet is the last one 
encountered when counting). The third example, fig. 6, would be written .5+7.5 (Total =9 pellets or partial 
pellets, since there are smaller pellets both at the beginning and the end).  Note that the last count could 
simply be written as 8 but the recognition of the two smaller pellets is provided to give confidence to 
anyone trying to determine whether two coins are from the same reverse die. 

This said, to avoid too much subjectivity, all part pellets are counted as whole pellets when totalling up. See 
reverse descriptions at the end. 

   
Fig. 4 Fig. 5 Fig. 6 
If two coins have most of these details in common they are probably from the same die and worthy of 
further comparison. 
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Class 2bi - Coins of the Lincoln Mint 
 

There were four moneyers at the Lincoln Mint; Ion de Luda (John of Louth), RICARD du Pont (Richard of the 
Bridge), WALTER Brand and WILLEM of Paris. For further information on the Lincoln mint see Churchill2 
(2012) and Mossop (1970)3.   

There are eleven reverse dies recorded in the Brussels Hoard, three for each moneyer except WALTER for 
whom only two are recorded.  It must be remembered that the reverse dies were recorded on the basis of 
the wording of the reverse legends and that some reverse dies have the same wording and combinations of 
letters but may be shown, through the use of the ring count, to actually be from different dies. 

Some obverse dies are very similar and the inner ring counts and minor details can be critical in 
determining which is which. 

Due to partially worn or blocked dies some minor details can appear different or missing but where this has 
occurred dies have been checked against other examples to confirm that the descriptions here are accurate 
for the least worn dies.  The numerous checks listed should offer sufficient similarities to guarantee 
identification. 

The dies sent to the three provincial mints share a number of features that make it clear that the same die 
sinker(s) prepared the dies for all three provincial mints. 

The right to die preparation was with the FitzOtto family, further details of whom will appear in future 
articles but for those who wish to carry out their own research  we would suggest JSTOR online and, in 
print, Mints and Money in Medieval England, M. Allen, Cambridge University Press, 2012. 

 

Where to Start Looking: 
 

 Key Features Moneyers known for 
this die 

Die 1 TERCI No pellets between neck lines* IOH, WILLEM 

   

Die 2 TERCI’ Portrait of 2a. Upright of R to 
the left of chin pellet. 

WALTER 

   

Die 3 TERCI’ Upright of letter R to the right 
of chin pellet. 

IOH, ION,  WILLEM 

   

Die 4 TERCI’ Upright of letter R almost 
exactly beneath central chin 
pellet. 

RICARD, WALTER, 
WILLEM 

   
Contemporary 
Copies 

  

A Crude copy of Die 2 IOH 

B 8 beard pellets to the left which 
do not connect with the hair 
curl 

IOH 

 
2 Churchill R, 2012, “Mints and Moneyers During the Reign of Henry III”, Baldwin. 
3  Mossop, Henry R, (1970), “The Lincoln Mint c. 890-1279”, Corbitt & Hunter, Newcastle upon Tyne, edited by Veronica Smart. 
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Obverse Die 1    

(Mossop Die D, M.25) Die used by IOH (C7T Lin 1) and WILLEM (Lin 9). 
 

IOH  (C&T Lin 1)  

Legend = hEHRICVSREXTERCI (No apostrophe) 

Design Features 

• Lines above crown but no pellets. 

• Line but no pellets between necklines 
 

  
 
Obverse Inner Ring of pellets almost diamond shaped, and the first pellet appears to have a flattened upper 
surface. 

The lower right curl passes above the top beard pellet; other dies have different arrangements. 

 

Lettering and Pellet Counts 

R2 is angled to the left of the central chin pellet, and R3 just touches the inner circle of pellets after the final 
pellet. 

 

I.M. = 2.3 / 3.1 (limbs 
of mixed width) 
OIRC =  16 right + 14 
left = 30 (including 
end of neck lines as 
pellets and three 
pellets close together 
just before V) 
R1  = 7.25 
R2 = 18 
R3 = 31+ 
OIRCV = 14.5 
N1 = 16 
N2

 = 17 
Beard (outer) =  5 . 5;  
Beard (inner) = 7 . 7 
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Other Letters: 

   
 

Letter h in hENRICVS 
(Type 1b) has a short 
clipped tail that ends 
approximately at the 
level of the upright.  
 

Letter T Obverse, IOH on 
Lincoln. 

Lucas, Northampton 
- featuring the same 
unusual basic design 
(See Class 2bi The 
Northampton Mint). 

Letter X Obverse:  Very 
stylised and not seen 
elsewhere.  Possibly a 
temporary letter. 
 

 

 

WILLEM (C&T Lin 9) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The above coins shows that die 1 was not only used for coins of ION but also for WILLEM; it remains to be 
seen whether examples for the other moneyers emerge after publication of this article. The obverse is die 1 
but the reverse is also used with obverse dies 3 & 4. The reverse is Churchill and Thomas (“C&T”) type 9, 
and appears as reverse die 9c on the tables. 

 

  

Images courtesy of the Trustees of the British Museum, BM item # 1970,0713.402 
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Obverse Die 2    

Die used by IOH (C&T Lin1) , Ricard (Lin 5) and Walter (Lin 8) 
 

Legend = hEHRICVSREXTERCI’ (Includes apostrophe)  

R2 angled to the left of the central chin pellet and R3 
just touches the lower part of the final pellet. 

I.M. = 2.3  
OIRC =  32 
OIRCR1  = 7.25 (including minor pellets at the start of 
the count) 
OIRCR2 = 19 
OIRCR3 = 31.75 
OIRCV = 13 
OIRCN1 = 14 
OIRCN2

 = 18.75 
 
Additional features: 

Beard (outer) = 4.25 . 4.25, Beard (inner) = 5 . 5  

1. Letter h (hENRICVS) Type 1a (Long tailed) appears to have the longer tail achieved by an added 
extension. 

2. The letter I of TERCI extends above the side petal of the fleur. 
3. Tail of the letter R in REX lines up almost exactly with the left neck line at IRC 19. 
4. Crown fleur has lower petal and stalk to the right. 
5. Inner ring line to the left of the crown but not to the right.  

 

IOH  (C&T Lin 1).  We have not 
managed to locate a copy of 
this coin but it appears to be 
featured as Mossop 24 Cc.  
Unfortunately, the image is of 
very poor quality and has been 
identified here by a process of 
elimination and the 
appearance of the central fleur 
which has a low petal to the 
right and R2 positioned to the 
left of the central chin pellet. 
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RICARD (C&T Lin 5) 

Mossop recorded and illustrated two 
reverse dies for RICARD refs: 28 Aa & 
29 Ab used with Obverse Die 2. 
 
Image at right is an example of 
obverse die 2 used with reverse type 
Lin.5. 
 
Coin images courtesy of the Trustees of 
the British Museum, item ref # 
1970,0713.366 

 
The Reverse inner ring count (RIRC) is given below the legend. 

The reverses read: 

RIC / ARD/ OHL / INC (C&T Lin5)  and   RIC / ARD/ ONL/ IHC  (Lin6) respectively 

9    /     9    /     9    /   8                               8   /     9   /    8   /     ?    

 

WALTER (C&T Lin 8) 

An example of 
obverse die #2 used 
with reverse C&T 
type Lin.8.  
WAL/TER/OHL/IHC. 

  
The cut half shown below from the Robert Page Collection is a perfect example of how an unknown die can 
be identified using the techniques described here. 
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The Obverse 
The position of the Rpos3, the detail of the crown, especially 
the fleur with lower petal to the right; the composition of 
the curls and the way the lower curl meets the two lines of 
the beard, confirm that this is indeed from the same die as 
the whole coin illustrated.   
The Reverse  
As half of the coin is missing it would be easy to dismiss 
the reverse as “uncertain” however when the two 
IRCounts are taken it can be seen that they are the same, 
including a tiny part pellet at the end of the left hand 
quarter.  When the construction technique the letter W 
and its relation to the pellets is taken into consideration, it 
quickly becomes clear that these two coins are from the 
same reverse die and that it is C&T Lin 8.       

 

 

 
 

Inner Ring Count  

IHC / WAL 

8.5 /  .5+6 

Finally note how the letter H (N)  of LIHC, through wear by usage, has a cross bar that is quite different  - re-
enforcing the fact that it is essential to make multiple comparisons.  Other confirmation points include the 
ends of the Long Cross, the distinct shape of the letter C, the outer ring of pellets in relation to that letter, a 
the construction of the  letter W and its relationship to the inner ring of pellets and finally, the relative  
positioning of the triple pellets in each quarter. 
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Obverse Die 3   

Used by IOH (C&T Lin 2 & 3);  Ricard (Lin 4); WILLEM ( Lin8, 9 & 10) 
 

Legend = hEHRICVSREXTERCI’ (Includes apostrophe) 
R2 angled to the right of the central chin pellet and the tail of R3 has two pellets following after. 
 

IM = 2.3 / 3.1 
OIRC = 34 
OIRCR1 = 6 
OIRCR2 = 19 
OIRCR3 = 32.25 
OIRCV = 12.25 
OIRCN1 = 15.25 
OIRCN2

 = 20.25 
 
At right: IOH (C&T Lin 2)   
 

  

 

The  angles at the points of the 
initial mark are a mixture of sizes 
and have “raised arms” 
 
Note how the lower curl passes 
through the first outer  pellet of 
the beard  

 
 
 

 

Additional features of Lin 2 
Reverse: 
The inner triplets of pellets are 
partially joined in the first two 
quarters as shown on the right. 
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Additional features of the Die 3 obverse: 

1. Beard (outer) = 4 . 4 . Beard (inner) = ? . ? ( uncertain) 
2. Crown = - + - (Line without pellets both sides of fleur).   
3. Right end pellet on the band of the crown placed high. 
4. Top right beard pellet enters into the lower right curl, small inner 

beard pellet to left. (See above). 
5. Small pellet between the inner ring of pellets and base of the closure 

bar of C in hENRICVS  at  IRC 11. 
6. The upright of the letter R in REX is positioned to the right of the 

central chin pellet. 
7. The letter h in hENRICVS has a short tail (Type 1b). 
  

 

Die 3 Examples: ION, RICARD, WILLEM 

  

Obv die 3, 
moneyer ION 
Reverse: C&T 
Lin 3 

 

  

Obv die 3, 
moneyer 
RICARD.  
Reverse: C&T 
Lin 4. 
 
Coin from the 
Robert Page 
collection, ex 
Mark 
Blackburn, ex 
Colchester 
Hoard. 
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Obv die 3 – 
Walter   
(C&T Lin 8) – 
Letter L mis-
formed. 
 
 

   

  

Obv die 3 - 
WILLEM  
(C&T Lin 10) – 
Lombardic M 
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Obverse Die 4    

Used by Ricard (C&T Lin 4 & 6), Walter (Lin 7), Willem (Lin 9) 
 
Legend = hEHRICVSREXTERCI’ (Includes apostrophe) 
R2  foot of the upright is directly below the central chin pellet although the letter slopes slightly to the left as 
viewed; R3 tail rests on final pellet 
 
IM = 3.1  
OIRC =  35 
OIRCR1  = 5.5 
OIRCR2 = 21.25 
OIRCR3 = 34.75 
OIRCV = 12.75 
OIRCN1 = 15 (includes neck 
line entry into inner ring 
OIRCN2

 = 22 
 

  

 

 

Additional features: 

1. Beard (outer) = 5 . 5 .  
2. Beard (inner) = 6 . 6 ( left side composed of two groups of three not aligned). 
3. 6 pellets between the neck lines.  
4. Crown = 2 + 2 = Two small pellets to the right of the fleur of the crown, none to the left. 
5. Letter h in hENRICVS is long tailed (Type 1a) 

 

  
6. Letter R in REX has an upright almost directly 
below the central chin pellet. 

7. There is a flaw in the die to the right side of the 
bridge of the nose, extending under right eye. 
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At right: RICARD 
(C&T Lin 4) 

  
   
At right: RICARD 
(C&T Lin 6) 

  
 

Reverses:   

Below WALTER (C&T Lin 7)   

Letter W = V/                                               

 

 

 

 

 

 

Center: Letter T struck over L  
(Due to confusion with the name 
WILLEM?) 
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WILLEM (C&T Lin 9) 
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Below: Contemporary imitations:   Mossop  IOH Dies Ee (BM 1923, 0503.7) & Ff 

 

  

Coin from the 
Robert Page 
Collection. 

   

  

 

 

“There was a known contemporary forger operating using John’s name and this may explain the extra class 
2 dies” Quote, R. Churchill, Mints & Moneyers, p198, para.4. 
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List of Reverse Dies and Inner Ring Counts 

 C&T Rev.  Mossop BM  ref. 

Obverse Die 1 Lin 1a IOH / OHL  / IHC  /    OLH 25 Dd  

RIRC >>>     7    /    8     /   8     /     8.25 = 32   

     

 Lin 9c WIL / LEM / OHL / IHC   

  .5+7.5 / .5+8 / 7.5(8) /  8      = 34   

     

Obverse Die 2 Lin 1a IOH / OHL  / IHC  /    OLH 24 Cc  

    7?   /     8     /   8?   /   8.25? = 32?   

     

Uncertain Lin 4a RI [C2a] / ARD / OHL / I [HC2a] 1Cd  

Uncertain     9        /    8     /    9   /     8      = 34   

     

 Lin 5a RIC1b / ARD / OHL / INC1b 28 Aa  

     9     /    9    /     9     /   7?    = 34  1970, 0713.366 

     

 Lin 6a RIC2a / ARD / ONL / IHC2a 29 Ab/30Bb*1  

    8      /    9    /     8    /   ?    = ?   

     

 Lin 8a WAL   /  TER  / OHL  /    IHC 4Cc 1914, 0710.33 

      7    /     8   /     8    /  .5+7.5 = 33  1970,0713.382 

     

Obv. uncertain Lin 9a WIL / LEM / OHL / IHC 7Bb  

      ?   /    ?     /     ?    /   ?   

     

 Lin 9b WIL / LEM / OHL / IHC   

  8.25  /    8     /    8    /   8 8Cc  

     

Obverse Die 3 Lin 2a IOH /  OHL /   INC /   OLH 22Aa  

  .5+7 /      7    /     9   /    .5+7 = 32   

     

 Lin 3a ION/ ONL /  IHC  /  OLH   

    9    /    9   /     9    /     .5+ 8     = 36   

     

 Lin 3b ION/ ONL /  IHC  /  OLh   

    9    /    9   /      9    /  .5+8   = 36  1970, 0713.345 

     

 Lin 4b RIC    / ARD /  OHL / IHC   

  .5+8  /    8    /    8    /  8         = 33   

     

 Lin 8b WAL*2 /  TER /  OHL /   IHC 2 Aa  

      8.5   /     8  /      7  /   .5+7  = 32   

     

 Lin 9c  WIL   /   LEM   /  OHL  /  IHC 5Aa  

Rev.uncertain  .5+7.5 /   .5+8    /      8    /     8     = 34   

     

 Lin 10a 
WIL/     LEm /    OHL  /   IHC*3 

 1970, 0713.400 

     9   /    .25+8   /    7.25   /      8  = 34   
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(cont.) Lin 11a  WIL     /  LEM  /    ONL  /   IHC   

  .5+7.5   /      8     /        8     /   7.5    =  33  1970, 0713.401 

     

 

*1 Mossop 30Bb appears to be from the same dies as 29Ab. Although the illustration is extremely poor the 
letter R in positions 2 & 3 seem to be in the correct position for Die 2 obverse used with a shared reverse 
(Lin 6a) 

*2 This reverse seems to have a malformed L but is very close to reverse 8a.  Where the pellet count is not 
obvious, the inner triplets of pellets are significantly differently placed. 

*3 The use of Lombardic m is also present on two dies of Northampton which were almost certainly created 
by the same die cutter. 

Obverse C&T 
Rev. 

 Mossop 

 Die 4 Lin 1a IOH  / OHL   / IHC   / OLH 23Bb 

     7     /    8 ?    /   8?    /     ?  

    

 Lin 4b   RIC   /   ARD /  OHL /   IHC 31Bc 

  .25+8 /     7.5   /      8    /  .5+7.25 = 34  

    

 Lin 6b  RIC  /   ARD/   ONL  /   IHC  

     9    /      8    /     7.5    /   8.25  =  34  

    

 Lin 7a WAL  /   T*ER  /   OHL  / IH*C (* T over L,  *H has pellet centre) 3Bb 

      8    /   8.5   /      7.5     /  .5+7.5  = 34  

    

 Lin 9c WIL   /   LEM  /  OHL /  IHC 6Ba 

   8.5    /   .5+8   /      8    /    8     = 34  

Forgeries    

Die 5  IOH  / OHL / INC / OLH 26Ee 

    7     /     8    /   6    /    7      =  28  

    

Die 6  IOH  / OHL / INC / OLH 27Ff 

    8     /     8   /    8    /  .5+7  =  32  

 

Summary of reverse dies 
 
Moneyer Obv.Die 1 Obv.Die 2 Obv. Die 3 Obv.Die 4 Total of 

Different 
Reverse Dies 

IOH 1a 1a 2a,3a,3b 1a 4 

RICARD  4a, 5a, 6a 4b 4b, 6b 5 

WALTER  8a 8b 7a 3 

WILLEM 9c 9a, 9b 9c, 10a, 11a 9c 5 

Number of dies used 
with each obverse 

2 7 8 5  
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The Number of Coins Known for Each Moneyer  

Moneyer Brussels Colchester Mossop Total Percentage 

IOH 25 (37.87%) 6 (24%) 11 (31.43%) 42 33.33 

RICARD 17 (25.75%) 8 (32%)      7 (20%) 32 25.39 

WALTER 12 (18.18%) 4 (16%) 12 (34.29%) 28 22.23 

WILLEM 12 (18.18%) 7 (28%) 5 (14.29%) 24 19.05 

      

Total Number 66 25 35 126 100% 

 

 

The number of coins recorded in major hoards is slightly at odds with the number of reverse dies 
issued that are known to us.  Possibly the moneyers were not issued with the same number of 
reverses each or there may be reverses yet to be discovered. 

IOH, (John de Luda), who is known to be the most prolific of the moneyers at Lincoln, only appears 
to have held four reverse dies yet used each of the four obverse dies 
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